Andersen in Europe

LITIGATION
AND
ARBITRATION

Our international association

Key Contact

Andersen Global® was established in 2013 as an international entity surrounding the
development of a seamless professional services model providing best-in-class tax and
legal services around the world.
Andersen Global Chairman
and CEO Mark L. Vorsatz, Andersen (U.S.)
Andersen Global is an association of legally separate, independent member firms, comprised of more than
10,000 professionals and 1,000 global partners worldwide. Our growth is a by-product of outstanding
client service delivered by the best professionals in the industry. Our objective is not to be the biggest firm,
but to provide the best-in-class service to client in seamlessly across the globe. Each and every one of the
professionals and member firms that belong to Andersen Global share our core values. Our professionals
have a common background and vision, and are selected based on quality, like-mindedness, and commitment to client service. Outstanding client service has and will continue to be our top priority.

Core values
Best-in-class
We aim to be the benchmark for
quality in our industry and the
standard by wich other firms are
measured.
Transparency
We value open communication,
information sharing and inclusive
decision making.

Stewardship
We hire the best and the
brightest and we invest in our
people to ensure that legacy.
Seamless
Our firm is constructed as a global otganisation. We share an
interest in providing the highest
level of client service regardless
of location.

For more information about the Litigation and
Arbitration Practice Group, please contact
the Litigation and Arbitration co-leaders for
Andersen in Europe:

Independence
Our platform allows us to
objectively serve as our client’s
advocate; the only advice and
solutions we offer are those that
are in the best interest of our
client.

Tomasz Srokosz
Partner · Andersen in Poland
tomasz.srokosz@pl.andersen.com
Elena Sevila
Partner · Andersen in Spain
elena.sevila@es.andersen.com
Andersen Global has a presence in more than
350 locations worldwide.Find yourlitigation and
arbitration local expert at global.Andersen.com
Andersen Global® is an association of Legally Separate, independent Member Firms.
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Global Dispute Resolution

INDUSTRIES

Business can be a hazardous activity and disputes may arise anytime.

Agriculture

Technology

Banking & Finance

Pharmaceutical & Life Science

We represent clients in commercial and investment arbitration and
in litigations in jurisdictions around the world. Andersen litigation and
arbitration lawyers work coordinately across the globe.

Insurance

Construction

Clients rely on our extensive experience, trusted judgment and insight
to develop a personalised strategy always with theirs specific business
goals in mind.

Energy, Mining & Extraction

Transport

Manufacturing

Media

Real Estate

Gambling

Andersen’s local knowledge and international experience allow us to
handle any dispute across almost all European countries, to secure
enforcement of foreign judgments and arbitral awards and to obtain
judicial assistance.

The clients of the Litigation and Arbitration practice cover a broad
range of industries and rely on our deep knowledge for their core
business to better defend their interests. Andersen Litigation and
Arbitration team works closely with all other Andersen Services Lines to
enhance and provide top notch advice to develop dispute prevention
or amicable solutions.

Retail
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Litigation

Arbitration

At Andersen, we represent clients before all courts and administrative
authorities across Europe.

Andersen arbitration group is an international leader.
Our multi-cultural and multinational team, trained in different jurisdictions
all over the world, handle proceedings in multiple languages. Andersen,
with a worldwide presence, provides its arbitration team with any
assistance needed with full coverage in any applicable law.

From the onset of a dispute, all the way to resolution, we assist our
clients in making well-informed decisions.
In reaching this goal, we apply the right strategies at every stage of
the process and in every unique situation. Our clients can count on
our litigators to maximize the chances of successful resolution, both
by employing timely and innovative alternative dispute resolution
techniques and by skillfully and persuasively representing the client in
the courtroom.

Andersen International Arbitration Group includes expert practitioners
intervening in key arbitral centers worldwide and throughout Europe,
United States, Latin America and Asia. The members of our arbitration
team regularly serve as arbitrators and have decades of experience in
handling disputes as counsels.

We focus on complex and cross-border disputes, with an emphasis
on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our sector-led approach has allowed us to gain considerable
experience in energy, construction, technology, pharmaceuticals,
media, and telecommunications sectors.

Commercial Litigation
Corporate Disputes
M&A Litigation
IP Litigation
Real Estate Litigation
EU Law
Contractual and extracontractual liability
Environmental proceedings
Bankruptcy-related proceedings
White-collar crime, corporate responsibility, and money laundering
Tort law

We are experienced in:
•
•
•
•
•

International Commercial Arbitration
Investor-State Arbitration
Public International Law
Arbitration-related matters before state courts
Sports Arbitration

The members of Andersen International Arbitration practice have
intervened in all leading arbitral institutions and arbitration rules
including, ICC, LCIA, AAA, ICDR, SCC, SIAC, HKIAC, CIETAC, VIAC,
ICSID, PCA, UNCITRAL, The Swiss Rules, FOSFA, GAFTA and in adhoc arbitrations.

Litigators across our team regularly deal with engineering and
construction, banking, insurance, M&A transactions, corporate and
shareholders’ disputes, cooperation, distribution, licensing and joint
venture agreements.
Clients regularly entrust Andersen Litigation and Arbitration team the
enforcement of their monetary claims, foreign judgments, and arbitral
awards.
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Best-in-class services
With a long-standing reputation, our Litigation and Arbitration practice accompanies its clients through all
the stages of proceedings:

Andersen professionals also intervene in:
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“The team’s cross-border capabilities
are magnificent, as they have a large
international support network
that allows Andersen to carry out
a multidisciplinary task in various
jurisdictions without losing the quality
of service.”
CHAMBERS EUROPE 2021 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION

“very high level of involvement”.
CHAMBERS EUROPE 2020 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION

“They focus on serving the client and making
sure that the experts and witnesses have
everything they need to succeed”. “They work
in complete harmony with the internal lawyers
of my group and inform us completely on
everything that they are doing”.
CHAMBERS EUROPE 2019 – DISPUTE RESOLUTION

"It is a strongly cohesive team, in which all the
professionals involved in each matter know it
perfectly. Their strong, multidisciplinary character
makes us very sure of the advice they provide us from
all points of view, since they address the issues taking
into account all the legal aspects that may be relevant
for the best solution of the case. They are
always available when needed and provide direct and
practical advice."
LEGAL 500
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Andersen Global is a Swiss verein comprised of legally separate, independent member firms located throughout the world providing services
under their own names. Andersen Global does not provide any services and has no responsibility for any actions of the Member Firms or
collaborating firms. No warranty or representation, express or implied, is made by Andersen Global, its Member Firms or collaborating firms,
nor do they accept any liability with respect to the information set forth herein. Distribution hereof does not constitute legal, tax, accounting,
investment or other professional advice.
© 2022 Andersen Global. All rights reserved

